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We explore the stability of three-dimensional Weyl and Dirac semimetals subject to quasiperiodic
potentials. We present numerical evidence that the semimetal is stable for weak quasiperiodic po-
tentials, despite being unstable for weak random potentials. As the quasiperiodic potential strength
increases, the semimetal transitions to a metal, then to an “inverted” semimetal, and then finally
to a metal again. The semimetal and metal are distinguished by the density of states at the Weyl
point, as well as by level statistics, transport, and the momentum-space structure of eigenstates
near the Weyl point. The critical properties of the transitions in quasiperiodic systems differ from
those in random systems: we do not find a clear critical scaling regime in energy; instead, at the
quasiperiodic transitions, the density of states appears to jump abruptly (and discontinuously to
within our resolution).

Disorder qualitatively modifies the properties of ma-
terials in contexts ranging from spin glasses [1] to the
quantum Hall effect [2]. A striking consequence of dis-
order in quantum systems is the localization of excita-
tions [3] and the resulting lack of transport [4, 5]. While
disorder causes localization, it is not a necessary condi-
tion for localization: deterministic quasiperiodic poten-
tials (QPs) can also support localized excitations [6, 7]
but differ from uncorrelated disorder in at least two cru-
cial respects. First, QPs have stable delocalized states
even in one-dimension [6, 7] and (unlike disordered sys-
tems in any dimension) can exhibit ballistic transport [8].
Second, QPs lack large-scale fluctuations, so the rare-
region “Griffiths” effects that sometimes dominate the
behavior of disordered systems [9, 10] are absent. These
distinctions are of practical relevance, since experiments
with ultracold atoms often use quasiperiodic potentials
as an easy-to-implement proxy for randomness [11].

The present work addresses a system in which the dis-
tinction between quasiperiodicity and randomness is cen-
tral, specifically, Weyl semimetals [12] subject to QPs.
In the random case, transport at energies near E = 0
(i.e., the Weyl point) is anomalous because of the in-
terplay between disorder and the vanishing density of
states (DOS) [13–38]. Disorder is perturbatively irrele-
vant at the Weyl points [13], suggesting that the ballistic
semimetal should be stable to weak disorder (see [39] for
a recent review from this perspective). However, rare-
region effects fill in the zero-energy DOS and destabi-
lize the semimetal for infinitesimal disorder [18, 32, 38],
although the (so-called) avoided quantum critical point
separating the semimetal from the diffusive metal persists
as a crossover [32, 33, 36, 37]. The random potential is

both the control parameter for the avoided phase transi-
tion and the source of rare regions that destabilize it. To
disaggregate these effects, we consider QPs, which lack
rare regions. Note that an analogous situation occurs for
many-body localization: disorder both drives localization
and (through rare-region effects) destabilizes it [40]. The
present system potentially offers a more tractable setting
with similar phenomena.

For QPs, we find two types of phases: (i) a semimetal
at weak QP strength with ballistic wavefunctions and
a vanishing E = 0 DOS, and (ii) a diffusive metal at
stronger QPs. (We also find an Anderson localized phase
for much stronger QPs, but will not focus on the localized
phase here.) We present evidence that the semimetal-to-
metal transition in this case is sharp and not avoided; its
critical properties differ from those of the avoided critical
point in the random case. We find a rich phase diagram,
featuring a “mini-band inversion” transition within the
semimetal phase, at which the negative and positive en-
ergy states near the Weyl points cross in energy; this
crossing is associated with an additional pair of ballistic-
to-diffusive transitions around E = 0.
Model, methods, observables.— We focus on a three-

dimensional model on a simple cubic lattice that repre-
sents an inversion-symmetry broken Weyl semimetal

H =
∑

r,µ=x,y,z

1

2
(itµψ

†
rσµψr+µ̂+h.c.)+

∑
r

ψ†rV (r)ψr. (1)

ψr is a two component spinor, σµ are the Pauli operators,
and the onsite quasiperiodic potential (QP) is V (r). We
take a three-dimensional QP (diagonal in spinor space)
V (r) =

∑
µ=x,y,zWµ cos(QLrµ + φµ) where each φµ is a

random phase sampled between [0, 2π] that is the same
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic phase diagram in energy (E) and QP
potential strength (W ). We have labeled diffusive (D), ballis-
tic (B), gapped (G), inverted semimetal (ISM) and semimetal
(SM) phases. (b) Density of states (DOS) in the |E|−W plane
computed using KPM for L = 55 and NC = 210, color repre-
sents DOS. (c) Level statistics in the |E|−W plane computed
from exact diagonalization for L = 13. The color denotes the
average adjacent gap ratio Eq. (3). (d) Average zero energy
DOS ρ(0) versus W for L = 144 and NC = 210, from KPM
(left vertical axis) as well as the momentum-space IPR Ik(E)
for state closest to zero energy, computed for L = 13, 21 using
Lanczos (right vertical axis).

at every site (for the case of a one-dimensional QP see
Ref. [41]). We will also consider the randomized ver-
sion of the QP potential in which the φµ are random
at each lattice site [42]. This allows us to compare re-
sults between these two models at the same W since
each site has the same distribution of potentials. We con-
sider twisted boundary conditions tµ = |tµ| exp(iθµ/L),
where θµ is randomly sampled between [0, 2π]. The
linear system size is taken to be a Fibbonaci number
L = Fn with a wave vector QL = 2πFn−2/L; as n→∞,
QL/2π → 4/(

√
5 + 1)2. We average over random twists

and phases; we present results averaged over 200-1000
samples.

We consider two slightly distinct models. To locate the
critical points in the DOS, we make the simplest choice
and set |tµ| = 1, |Wµ| = W . However, to prevent the
threefold symmetry of this model from contaminating
level statistics, we study level statistics for an anisotropic
model, with broken symmetry in the hopping and poten-
tial; here we take |tx| = 1, |ty| = 0.9, |tz| = 1.1, |Wx| =
W, |Wy| = 0.95W, |Wz| = 1.1W . The models show sim-
ilar critical behavior, though the (nonuniversal) critical
W differs slightly.

We use a combination of numerically exact techniques
to explore Eq. (1). To compute the DOS for large systems
we use the kernel polynomial method [43] (KPM). The
DOS is

ρ(E) =
[
L−3

∑
i
δ(E − Ei)

]
, (2)

where Ei is the ith eigenstate, [. . . ] denotes a sample

average, and L is the linear system size. The KPM ex-
pands the DOS in Chebyshev polynomials to order NC ,
which is a proxy for energy resolution. We also directly
compute the second derivative ρ′′(0) with KPM [33]; we
expect ρ′′(0) to be singular at the semimetal-to-metal
transition.

To study level statistics and wavefunctions we use ex-
act diagonalization. For level statistics we compute the
adjacent gap ratio

ri ≡ min(δi, δi+1)/max(δi, δi+1), (3)

where δi = Ei − Ei−1 and the eigenvalues have been
sorted in ascending order E1 < E2 < · · · < EN . Another
metric we use is the momentum-space inverse participa-
tion ratio (IPR):

Ik(E) ≡
(∑

k
|ψE(k)|2

)−2∑
k
|ψE(k)|4 (4)

This quantity probes how much the eigenfunction ψE at
energy E resembles a plane wave. The ballistic phase is
is localized in momentum space and thus Ik is L inde-
pendent, whereas in the diffusive phase the wavefunction
is spread out in k and Ik → 0 with increasing L.

We have also computed transport properties [44], but
our results on transport at the transition are inconclusive.
We use KPM to compute the dynamics of an initially lo-
calized wavepacket [45]; however, a localized initial state
has little weight near the Weyl points and is largely in-
sensitive to the transitions studied here. To focus on
behavior near the Weyl points, we have also computed
energy-resolved spectral functions of the local density-
density correlation function using exact diagonalization;
however, the system sizes accessible here are sufficiently
small (L = 13) that our results are likely severely con-
taminated by finite size effects.
Phase diagram.— We begin by discussing the phase

diagram of the model in Eq. (1) as a function of energy
(E) and QP strength (W ) [Fig. 1]. Unlike disorder, the
QP gives rise to an intricate energy-level structure, with
mini-bands and hard gaps forming even at relatively weak
disorder [Fig. 1(a)]. The main features are evident in
the color plots of the DOS [Fig. 1(b)] and level statistics
[Fig. 1(c)] as a function of E and W .

For small W and E ≈ 0, the quasiperiodic system be-
haves like the clean system: the DOS vanishes quadrat-
ically at E = 0 and all states remain ballistic (i.e., lo-
calized in momentum-space). As W is increased, states
far away from E = 0 delocalize in momentum-space and
develop random-matrix level statistics; we call these en-
ergy regimes “diffusive” (by analogy with the disordered
system). At W ≈ 0.15, minibands around E = 0 sep-
arate themselves from higher-energy states, and a hard
gap appears between the miniband and the higher en-
ergy states; we return to this effect below. As W is
increased, the positive- and negative-energy minibands
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merge at Wm/t = 0.380 ± 0.001 at E = 0 (giving rise
to an intermediate, apparently diffusive, metallic phase
for Wm < W . 0.395t ) and then cross: the positive
and negative energy minibands change places, and an
“inverted” semimetal forms [44]. As W increases fur-
ther, the semimetallic region disappears again at Wc ≈
0.6345± 0.001. For W &Wc, the DOS at E = 0 is finite
and wave packet dynamics are diffusive [44]. Wc in this
quasiperiodic model is close to the avoided critical point
at W ≈ 0.625 in the equivalent random model (i.e., the
model with random phases at each site in the potential).
Level statistics and momentum-space IPR approximately
track the DOS—high-DOS regions are typically diffusive
and low-DOS regions typically ballistic.

Critical properties at Wc.—We now discuss the critical
properties of the transition at Wc (Fig. 2). The DOS near
E = 0, on the semimetallic side (0.395t < W < Wc),
goes like ρ(E) ∼ E2 and very close to Wc we find
ρ(E) ∼ E2(Wc−W )−β , with β = 2±0.8. On the “metal-
lic” side, the DOS grows rapidly, but we cannot resolve
a clear power-law regime. In addition, the crossover en-
ergy scale at which the low-energy ρ(E) ∼ E2 behavior
ends appears to shrink linearly with Wc−W . Unlike the
random model, which has a clear critical energy window
for which ρ(E) ∼ |E|, the quasiperiodic model shows no
clear scaling other than ρ(E) ∼ E2 at the lowest energies
in the semimetal. The simplest way to account for these
observations is if the critical point itself has a nonzero
DOS, i.e., at E = 0 in the infinite system the DOS is
discontinuous at the transition. Our observations are
consistent with this scenario; however, it remains possi-
ble that the zero-energy DOS instead grows continuously
but extremely rapidly.

To identify the nonanalyticity of the DOS at Wc we
study the dependence of ρ′′(0) on expansion order. For
each choice of NC ≤ 214 we converge our data for ρ(0)
and ρ′′(0) in L so that we know the only rounding is due
to NC [44]; however, for NC > 215 it is infeasible to con-
verge with L, so our data are rounded by both NC and L.
The divergence of ρ′′(0) in Fig. 2(b) is striking, reaching
ρ′′(0) ∼ 107 at NC = 217, with no sign of saturation. By
contrast, in the random problem, the maximum observed
ρ′′(0) at the avoided transition is ∼ 103 (where the peak
value was close to saturating) [33]. Thus, the transition
in the present case appears to be sharp and not avoided.
This is consistent with the absence of rare regions and
the stability of the ballistic phase, two properties that
are common in quasiperiodic systems generally [46].

Wavefunctions and level statistics.—The DOS does not
directly tell us whether the system is ballistic or diffusive;
a better probe is the level statistics parameter r [Eq. (3)].
In the ballistic regime, states are localized in momentum
space so we expect Poisson level statistics ([r] ≈ 0.39);
in the diffusive regime, we expect random-matrix behav-
ior, which (for twisted boundary conditions, which break
time-reversal symmetry) should follow the Gaussian uni-
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FIG. 2. Critical behavior of the DOS. (a) ρ(E = 0) vs. W
with L = 55, near the transition at Wc ≈ 0.63; for various
KPM expansion orders NC , (i.e. different energy resolution).
(b) Second derivative of the DOS, ρ′′(E = 0), vs. W with
L = 55, for various NC ; ρ′′(0) rises steeply with NC , and
does not saturate. The black solid line is the data for the
equivalent random model (there is a broad peak near W ≈
0.625 that looks flat on this scale). (c) ρ(E) versus E across
the transition, at fixed L = 55, NC = 216. (d) The stability
of the scaling regime in ρ′′(E = 0)−x versus W with NC and
L = 89 for x = 0.5 indicating that ρ′′(E = 0) ∼ (Wc−W )−2,
(dashed black line is a linear fit to the data with NC = 212).
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FIG. 3. Level statistics and momentum-space IPR for L = 13
systems near Wc; for this system size Wc ≈ 0.61 averaged over
400 samples. Left: a color plot of [r] vs. E and W ; the color
indicates the gap ratio (3) in an energy bin, and the size of a
dot indicates the DOS in that bin. Right: Momentum-space
IPR vs. E and W ; lowest 10 eigenvalues averaged over 100
realizations; inset shows the same quantity at a higher energy
range for the W value the inset is above.

tary ensemble (GUE) ([r] ≈ 0.60). We see the limiting
behaviors at small and large W ; at moderate W & 0.1
states away from E = 0 are mostly diffusive. Near Wc,
the level statistics cross over from Poisson-like to GUE-
like, though at the accessible system sizes L = 13, the
level statistics near E = 0 is intermediate between Pois-
son and GUE throughout the transition regime. There is
considerable inhomogeneity in the level statistics even in
the narrow window near zero energy (see Figs. 3 and 4);
notably, at least at the accessible system sizes, states near
E = 0 appear more random-matrix like than higher-DOS
regions further from zero energy. The momentum-space
IPR tracks r, exhibiting similar heterogeneity; through-
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FIG. 4. Formation of the “miniband” and its phase transi-
tion. (a) DOS vs. E at various small W ≈ 0.15, showing how
the miniband detaches from the other states as W increases.
(b) Perturbative structure of the miniband: it forms because
the QP hybridizes states from different Weyl cones. Cir-
cles denote equal-energy contours in the clean system; thick
arrows denote spin textures. (c) Level statistics [Eq. (3)],
vs. E and W , near the miniband transition, for L = 13.
(d) Momentum-space IPR [Eq. (4)], vs. E and W , near the
miniband transition, for L = 13 (lowest 10 eigenstates pic-
tured).

out the semimetallic phase, zero-energy states are more
tightly localized in momentum space than those away
from zero energy. Using the Lanczos method, we have
explored the spread of IPR for slightly larger systems
(L = 21); the heterogeneity is more pronounced, but the
trend is similar [44]. In general our results suggest that
there is a momentum-space delocalization transition that
coincides with the DOS transition.

Miniband transition.—We now turn to the physics at
W < Wc (as shown in Fig. 4), and discuss some of
the fine structure seen inside the semimetal, particularly
the miniband “inversion” transition. This fine struc-
ture is absent in disordered systems. We first discuss
the origin of these minibands, which can be understood
using perturbation theory in the QP. The band struc-
ture of the clean system consists of eight Weyl points
at (0, 0, 0), (0, 0, π), (0, π, 0), . . . (π, π, π); for states near
the Weyl points, energies are set by the distance in mo-
mentum space from the Weyl point. The QP transfers
momentum ∼ 0.76π. Thus, the QP can hybridize a state
at (0.12π, 0, 0) with one at (π−0.12π, 0, 0), and so on [see
Fig. 4 (b)]. Since these degenerate states belong to Weyl
cones with opposite chirality, and are on opposite sides
of their Weyl cones, they have the same spin structure
and can mix. As the potential becomes stronger, less pre-
cisely degenerate states hybridize and this hybridization
opens up a gap, separating states that are close to the
Weyl nodes (the “miniband”) from the rest of the band.

Our exact diagonalization results on L = 13 fit this
picture. The quasiperiodic approximant for this L has a

wavevector QL = 2π(5/13). The estimate above for the
characteristic wave-vector of the miniband suggests that
only states with momenta within (0.5/13)×2π of a Weyl
point will contribute to the miniband. There are 54 such
states. A miniband consisting of these 54 states forms at
W ≈ 0.15 [see Fig. 4(a)]; the miniband is separated from
other states by a hard gap.

After the miniband forms, it flattens with increasing
W , until at W = Wm ≈ 0.38 the DOS at E = 0 fills in
(note that for L = 13 the apparent Wm ≈ 0.371 while
at L = 21, Wm ≈ 0.378); ρ(E) becomes non-analytic
with a divergence on approach to Wm from both sides,
ρ′′(0) ∼ |W −Wm|−β with β = 2± 0.6 [44]. The critical
properties of the DOS at this transition are apparently
similar to those at Wc, but the transition in the level
statistics is clearer in this case [compare Figs. 3(a) and
4(c)]. As one approaches the transition, states near the
Weyl point cross over to random-matrix level statistics.
Again, the filling-in of the DOS at E = 0 coincides (to
within our resolution) with the appearance of diffusive
states at E = 0. As one increases W past this point, the
minibands separate out and “invert,” and their states
once again become ballistic. This behavior is again what
one would expect perturbatively: the QP mixes states in
the miniband with one another only at high orders in per-
turbation theory, whereas the leading order effect is for
each positive (negative) energy state to be pushed down
(up) as W increases, leading to an inversion. This inver-
sion is driven by QL connecting nodes at leading order
in perturbation theory; for a smaller QL whose leading
effect is only intranode hybridization, the inversion dis-
appears [44].

Discussion.—We have provided evidence that Weyl
and Dirac semimetals subject to quasiperiodic potentials
undergo a true quantum phase transition between a bal-
listic phase with vanishing DOS at E = 0 and a diffusive
phase with nonvanishing DOS at E = 0. We see no
indications that the critical point is avoided: the DOS
appears nonanalytic, with no sign of intrinsic rounding.
The transition affects the DOS, level statistics, and wave-
function structure at once, to within our resolution. That
these should coincide is not a priori obvious; a ballistic
phase with nonzero DOS at E = 0 is possible in prin-
ciple, and would seem natural at sufficiently low DOS.
The numerical evidence, however, suggests a discontinu-
ous or at least very steep rise of the DOS at the transi-
tion. In further contrast to the random case, the DOS
lacks a critical energy window. In addition to this transi-
tion, we found a range of phenomena at weaker quasiperi-
odic potentials, including the formation of minibands and
hard band gaps, and a pair of semimetal-to-metal tran-
sitions at which the positive and negative energy mini-
bands merge and go through each other. These miniband
transitions are natural in quasiperiodic systems, but their
precise location depends on the wavevector QL.

The most natural experimental settings for explor-
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ing the effects studied here are ultracold gases, where
Weyl points have already been introduced [47–50]. The
semimetal-to-metal transition can be readily studied in
such systems by standard spectroscopic methods (which
reveal the DOS) or time-of-flight imaging: the momen-
tum distributions of the ballistic and diffusive phases will
be quite different. Such systems also offer the possibility
of studying interaction effects in Weyl semimetals, and
their interplay with quasiperiodic potentials.
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